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Nebraska Overview

Pop. 1.9 M



Providing the sound science and support for 
managing Nebraska’s most precious resource.

Water Planning 
and Integrated
Management Surface Water

Groundwater

Floodplain 
Management

Dam Safety Field Offices



Nebraska’s Water 
Management Structure 



Each plan must contain:

(a) Clear goals and objectives with a purpose of sustaining a balance between water uses 
and water supplies so that the economic viability, social and environmental health, 
safety, and welfare of the river basin, subbasin, or reach can be achieved and 
maintained for both the near term and the long term

(b) a map clearly delineating the geographic area subject to the integrated management 
plan

(c) one or more ground water and surface water 
controls 

(a) a plan to gather and evaluate data, 
information, and methodologies that could be 
used to implement the plan and increase 
understanding of the surface water and 
hydrologically connected ground water system,
and test the validity of the conclusions and 
information upon which the integrated 
management plan is based. 

Integrated Management Planning 
(Nebraska State Water Planning Process)



Interstate Compact Areas



Integrated Management Plans 



Water Withdrawals in Nebraska



• Irrigation Use
• Online reporting (mandatory/voluntary) – since 2015

• Meters – where reporting is required
• USBR canal reports
• Gages for diversion (all major canals 1,000 – 100,000 

acres)
• PWAP – storage and natural flow tracking (Platte River 

Basin)
• Estimated based on GIS permit boundaries, irrigation 

requirements, and administrative restrictions
• Municipal Transfer Permits (groundwater)
• Industrial Transfer Permits (groundwater)
• Instream Flow
• Power (thermoelectric and hydropower)

Current Water Use Data Collection 
Activities (Surface Water, NeDNR)



Current Water Use Data Collection 
Activities (Groundwater, NRD’s)



Current Water Use Data Collection 
Activities (Groundwater, NRD’s)

• Irrigation Use
• Reporting (mandatory/voluntary)

• Meters 
• Estimated based on GIS permit boundaries, irrigation 

requirements, and administrative restrictions
• Remote sensing (actual irrigation/crop typing)

• Municipal (meters and population-based estimates)
• Self-supplied industrial (meters and estimates)
• Power (thermoelectric cooling)
• Augmentation (meters)

• Domestic wells, livestock wells, and other small uses are not 
currently estimated



Technical Tools and Methods for 
Water Use Estimation



INSIGHT



INSIGHT



Current WUDR Project:

Goal: Develop database for all non-agricultural water use and 
begin testing interface for new agricultural permits



Future Data Management and Modeling 
Goals:





WSWC Workshop Questions

1. What are the challenges in getting the data you need to meet your 
regulatory, water planning and other obligations? Do you have adequate 
information/data on surface/groundwater uses? If not, do you have plans 
for a solution to those challenges? What data are missing now?

• Challenge: Getting data in different formats from different entities. Standardized format 
within or across basins, or among NRDs, or among states in interstate agreements 

• Challenge: different reporting requirements, different timeframes, different data 
available in different areas of the state. 

• Challenge: hesitancy/reservations of some water users to share their data with us. & 
it's voluntary in some areas for them to share it, so we can't make them do it. 

• Challenge: M&I data - ease of getting this varies by NRD 

• Adequacy of the information/data depends on where you are in the state, because of 
varying IMP and GWMP requirements

• NRD-led efforts are one way we can address the challenges (metering, other data 
collection) 

• Example: Twin-Platte pumping records database 



WSWC Workshop Questions

2. What water use reporting (2020 and beyond) for regulatory and 
institutional purposes are most important to your State? What data 
standards for QA/QC, accuracy, and completeness do you use in the 
State to monitor water supply or use? 

• Most important: everything that gets reported for interstate 
compacts/decrees/agreements (RRCA, PRRIP, NPDC, BBRC) 

• Irrigation data (95+ % of consumptive use)

• Data standards: important to make sure units are included; include metadata; source 
data (versioning)

• QA/QC: compare to previous years to make sure values are logical and reasonable; 
review reported data reasonableness compared to other estimates, is the amount 
reported consistent with the type of use 



WSWC Workshop Questions
3. What are your State’s water use reporting systems and gaps in technical support, and 

methods? What future updates/plans for data collaboration, models, data services do 
you have? If water use data are reported voluntarily by water users, does your agency 
provide guidelines for reporting? 

• Groundwater data is generally collected and reported by NRDs, through IMPs we have some required 
reporting, some voluntary and no reporting in other areas

• Varying levels of technical expertise among staff of various NRDs, and some have very small staffs and 
so don't have much time for working with us on data needs 

• Intend to update some existing models in collaboration with other agencies/entities to ensure 
consistency and to ensure mutual needs are met 

• Updating land use datasets for water use estimate updates

• Voluntary surface water use surveys (administered by NeDNR) or mandatory surface water use 
reporting, depending on location 

• Reported uses typically from meter data and estimated from power records if meter fails

• Example: Working with Republican NRDs to improve RRCA data exchange process (uniformity of data, 
getting data in format that's useful for us, QA/QC, etc.) 



WSWC Workshop Questions
4. What is an acceptable lag time given reporting schedules? Monthly time-step? 

What are acceptable, optimal, spatial resolutions for State assessments of 
supply and use information (site-specific, HUC-8, custom spatial units)? What 
are the challenges in working in a common spatial unit (HUC 8, 10, 12)? 

• Try to allow about 6 -12 months after end of year for data processing (for IMP reporting) 

• Depends on the data type. Monthly time-step is a typical goal, but different scales apply

• HUC 8 is a good size for big picture assessment. Could go finer as data exist or are developed. 
(INSIGHT sub-basins, RRCA sub-basins, PRRIP water rights locations)

• Model grid size: our statewide grid is 1 square mile; some models have finer grids

• A challenge: surface water watershed boundaries and groundwater boundaries don’t align and 

uses can effect multiple basins

• Political boundaries for regulation do not always match the common spatial unit, or a stream 
gage location

• A challenge: streamgages don't necessarily line up with specific HUC watershed outlets



WSWC Workshop Questions

5. What can WaDE or WUDR do to help your state meet its 
challenges? 

• Continue to work with state when developing water use estimates

• Recognize complex hierarchy of data sources (best available data)

• Improve documentation of USGS estimates (can be fragmented and backup data 
not always included)

• Create more efficient ways to compare estimates and other data sources

• Understand uncertainty in estimates

• Matching funding helps get projects off the ground
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